We don’t just design beverage bodies and trailers, we design beverage delivery solutions.
Product Features & Benefits

All-aluminum machine castings (vs. sand castings) are “sleeve fitted” to rub rail, door tracks and door post to form a stress-free connection for strength and durability.

• Realignment of counterbalance cable makes our roll-up door the lightest, easiest to operate in the business. Patented All Weather Door-Loc™ system is integrated into castings for greater durability.

• Lowest, working profile in the industry improves driver comfort, safety and productivity.

• Industry’s first 1-piece rear and front skins enhance decal appearance and eliminate costly repairs from stress cracks and loose rivets.

• Strongest non-overide bumpers on the market.

• Integrally-stiffened 1-piece floor construction flexes with the body or trailer for longer life.

• Strongest Drop Frame available—built to withstand the toughest road conditions.

Our Most Popular Ergonomic Options

“Easy Shift” system with protected pin-and-spring mechanism for effortless shelf adjustments. Built-in hand grip allows driver to comfortably hold shelf while unloading.

Also Available:

• In-Rail Pull-Out Step
• Non-Skid Rail
• Rear Vision Camera
• Keg Floors

“Lock-Latch” retaining system holds hand cart in place conveniently and securely. Requires less time to operate than “bungee” systems.

Advanced Technology

Almega EX-V6L (“Big AL”), a robotic welder, enhances product quality and improves manufacturing productivity and efficiency.

SHEAR GENIUS® integrates right angle shearing with high performance punching in a single machine. Programmable system reduces sheet material consumption and decreases manufacturing time.
Whether your beverage delivery system requires side or rear loading/unloading, we offer solutions as versatile as they are durable. Mickey bodies and trailers bring together the most “customer-driven” features and options available from any manufacturer, including a wide range of custom bay and shelving configurations and a variety of heating and cooling systems.

Note: Not all bay configurations are shown. Mickey engineers will work with customers to meet customized specification requirements.
Mickey Truck Bodies stands behind everything it sells with a “Rock Solid” 12-year warranty, the best in the business!

Every completed body and trailer is brought into Mickey’s “Winner’s Circle” where they are checked for welds, mounting, electrical, features and options, painting and decals. It’s part of our 100% quality commitment.

Mickey Fleet Service Centers

Mickey Truck Bodies owns and operates 4 regional Fleet Service Centers throughout the U.S. The Centers provide major overhauls as well as minor cosmetic repairs for all makes and models, including competitive units.

Services include:
- All services...
- Body Work
- Brake Repairs
- Bulk Trailer Cut Downs
- Cargo Constraint Systems
- Custom Shelving
- Chassis Modifications
- Decal Installation
- Fleet Painting
- Liftgate Installation and Repair
- On-Site Estimates
- Safety Inspections
- Trailer Parts and Repair

Mid-Atlantic
Thomasville, NC
336-888-2256

Northeast
Freehold, NJ
800-938-5181

Southeast
Ocala, FL
800-276-5891

Midwest
Bloomington, IL
800-791-6965

Mickey Truck Bodies has been privately owned and operated by the Mickey family since the company was started in High Point, NC in 1904.